
New Bosch Dishwashers
We’ve mastered quiet, cleaning, and flexibility. Now plastics have met their match. 
The drying revolution is here. Step up to the ultimate dry.

Dries dishes with no outside vents or 
fans. Each cycle ends with an extra 
hot wash that whisks moisture away 
from dishes. With no heating element, 
safely place plastics anywhere, even the 
bottom rack.

Patented CrystalDry™ technology uses natural 
minerals to collect moisture and transform it into 
heat, up to 176°F. The hot air is circulated throughout 
the tub to dry dishes, and even plastics, for the 
ultimate dry. 

AutoAir™
A little fresh air, for a lot 

better dry.

PureDry™
Bosch dishes don’t just get dry, 

they’re PureDry™

How does CrystalDry™ 
work?

CrystalDry™
The ultimate clean. The ultimate 

dry, even on plastics.

Patented CrystalDry™ technology 
transforms moisture into heat to get 
dishes 60% drier2, including plastics.

Select the AutoAir™ option and the door 
will automatically open at the end of the 
cycle to let moisture escape and fresh 
air in for 40% drier dishes.1

The ultimate clean with    
PrecisionWash™.

Advanced sensors scan the load to target 
every inch of the dishwasher for the 
ultimate clean, every time. 

Quietest dishwasher 
brand in the U.S.3

Some of the 18 ways we approach noise 
reduction include: multiple insulation 
layers, grindless food filtration, and a 
sound absorbing base.

24/7 leak protection with 
AquaStop®.

AquaStop® sensors automatically close the 
water inlet and activate the drain pump if 
a possible leak is detected— even if you’re 
not home. 

1 Based on average drying performance of Bosch Dishwashers with AutoAir™ after seven hours as compared to Bosch Dishwashers with PureDry™. 2  Based on aggregate average drying performance of Bosch 
Dishwashers with CrystalDry™ on combined household load including plastics, glass, steel, and porcelain as compared to Bosch Dishwashers with PureDry Drying performance may vary by dish type. 3  

Based on 
an average of sound ratings of 24” Full Size Stainless Steel Tub dishwashers contained in major brands websites. Major brands defined as TraQline Top 5 Market Share December 2019. © 2020 BSH Home Appliances 
Corporation.  20-BOS-1449  7/20



Quality is in the details.
The Bosch difference.
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500 Series 800 Series Benchmark™

Perfect for loading silverware, large 
utensils, and measuring cups.

+ 44 dBA
+ Standard 3rd Rack
+ FlexSpace™ tines
+ 16 place settings 
+ Water softener unit available

+ Pocket Handle option
+ Flexible 3rd Rack
+ EasyGlide™ rack system

+ Flexible 3rd Rack
+ Touch controls
+ Home Connect™ model 
available
+ MyWay™ 3rd Rack (select models)

+ 38-42 dBA 
+ MyWay™ 3rd Rack (select models)

+ Water softener
+ Home Connect™ model 
available

+ Expandable wings drop down 
+ Adjustable tines let you 
customize the rack’s loading space 

+ Fits 6” x 2.5” cereal bowls+ Expandable wings drop down 
+ Adjustable tines let you 
customize the rack’s loading space 

PureDry™ 
Each cycle ends with an extra 
hot wash that that whisks 
moisture away from dishes.

AutoAir™ 
Automatically opens the door 
at the end of the drying cycle 
to let fresh air circulate for 
40% drier dishes.1

CrystalDry™ 
Transforms moisture into heat 
for 60% better drying results2, 
even on plastics.

CrystalDry™ (select models)

Transforms moisture into heat 
for 60% better drying results2, 
even on plastics.

MyWay™ Rack Standard 3rd Rack Flexible 3rd Rack Flexible 3rd Rack

Available in black stainless steel

Available in black stainless steel

1 Based on average drying performance of Bosch Dishwashers with AutoAir™ after seven hours as compared to Bosch Dishwashers with PureDry™. 2  Based on aggregate average drying performance of Bosch 
Dishwashers with CrystalDry™ on combined household load including plastics, glass, steel, and porcelain as compared to Bosch Dishwashers with PureDry Drying performance may vary by dish type. 

Home Connect model available


